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ABSTRACT
Rolling is an activity that most people perform repeatedly on a daily basis. Rolling and
repositioning oneself in bed serves to improve comfort, circulation, and sleep quality and prevent
decubitus ulcers, commonly referred to as pressure sores. Previous research provides a
foundation of knowledge on how people roll on a firm surface. Rolling on surfaces with different
stiffness will provide further knowledge on the biomechanics of rolling. The goal of this study is
to determine the body kinematics and mechanical energy requirements when rolling from the
supine position to the side-lying position on surfaces with different stiffness under two rolling
conditions: (1) constrained arms (arms crossed over the chest) and (2) arms free to move
naturally (arms uncrossed).
The objective of the first study was to understand the effect of rolling conditions and
surfaces with different stiffness on seven measured characteristics of rolling as defined by a
kinemaic analysis of the body while rolling. The results of the kinematics analysis indicate that
four of the seven characteristics of rolling by young healthy individuals are not affected by either
the surface stiffnesses or the two different rolling conditions examined in this study.
The objective of the second study was twofold: (1) to understand whether rolling
conditions and surface stiffness affect the energy demand of rolling from the supine position to
the side-lying position, and (2) to compare the energy contribution of individual body segments
and identify those segments that contribute to observed mechanical energy differences. The
mechanical energy required for rolling on different surfaces with arms crossed is less than that in
the arms-uncrossed condition. The information from these studies is important to furthering our
knowledge of rolling, which will aid in the development of computer simulations of rolling and,
subsequently, the design of mechanisms to roll people who cannot roll independently.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Objectives
Rolling and repositioning oneself in bed serves to improve comfort, circulation, and sleep

quality, whereas the inability to roll and reposition oneself is correlated with injuries to body
tissues, such as pressure sores. Despite the importance of rolling as a mechanism to maintain
health, well-being, and prevent pressure sores, the internal musculoskeletal and external force
requirements to roll or facilitate rolling for people who are not able to roll are not fully
understood. Therefore, there is a critical need to identify the musculoskeletal demands of rolling
and how they can be further reduced by the environment, and to use this knowledge to develop
therapies and technologies that can restore, augment, and compensate for reduced and lost
functional mobility. In the absence of such knowledge, the incidence and associated physical and
financial costs of pressure sores will increase as the population ages and life expectancy
increases. This study is a step toward a larger rolling research goal to, through the acquisition
and dissemination of knowledge, training, and technology, provide a means for every individual
to roll independently, either through targeted therapies and training or with the aid of low-cost
assistive technologies. Previous research on rolling implies that there is wide variability in the
rolling pattern. Understanding body kinematics and kinetics is also limited to rolling on a firm
surface.
The first objective of this study was to understand the effect of rolling conditions and
surfaces with different stiffness on the fundamental characteristics of rolling, which was
analyzed using body kinematics, for example, which body segment (shoulder or pelvis) initiated
and concluded the roll.
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Understanding the fundamental characteristics of rolling will not be sufficient to
elucidate the biomechanics of rolling and to achieve the primary goal. Hence, the second
objective of this study is twofold: (1) to understand whether surfaces affect the energy demands
of rolling from the supine position to the side-lying position, and (2) to compare the energy
contributions of individual body segments and identify those segments that contribute to any
observed mechanical energy differences.
1.2

Research Overview
Chapter 2 describes the body kinematics of human rolling in order to understand the

effect of rolling conditions and surfaces with different stiffness on the fundamental
characteristics of rolling. These fundamental characteristics are described by kinematic variables
including the segment (shoulder or pelvis) initiated and concluded the roll, and the pelvis and
shoulder angular velocity peaks and percentages at which they occurred. Statistical analyses
were performed to identify differences in the examined kinematic variables for rolling on three
different surfaces with two rolling conditions. The results were then interpreted in the context of
musculoskeletal biomechanics principles.
Chapter 3 describes the mechanical energy requirements of the body and
electromyography (EMG) of the skeletal muscles when rolling on three different surfaces under
two rolling conditions. This chapter explains how the experimental data were collected and
integrated with musculoskeletal simulation software to obtain kinematics, such as center of mass
(COM), and the linear and angular velocity of a person rolling on different surfaces both with the
arms crossed over the chest and free to move naturally. The kinematic data were used to
calculate the mechanical energy requirements of the entire body and individual body segments
when rolling on different surfaces. The energy absorbed by different surfaces having viscoelastic
properties during the roll presently is not quantifiable. Thus, EMG data were obtained from 16
2

different muscles, which were processed in order to estimate relative changes in the muscle work
when a person rolls on different surfaces. Since integrated EMG (iEMG) is the strongest
parameter to analyze the mechanical work of the muscles, the goal of calculating iEMG was to
understand the change in musculature demand on different surfaces and under different rolling
conditions.
1.3

Literature Review
Rolling is an activity that most people perform repeatedly on a daily basis without

knowing. This complicated movement requires the coordinated motion of body segments, i.e.,
trunk and upper and lower extremities [1]. Research on rolling is limited, but it can be
generalized into three different perspectives: (a) a person who can roll (b) a condition that
impairs a person’s ability to roll, and (c) a person who helps somebody to roll.
Various research studies on rolling have been conducted from the perspective of a person
who can roll. Detailed qualitative descriptions of rolling patterns have been presented by
categorizing the movement of the three body regions: upper extremities, head and trunk, and
lower extremities, when an individual rolls from the supine to side-lying position [1, 2]. It was
reported that adults show variability in the movement pattern: 32 different combinations of
movement pattern were obtained from 36 subjects for the three body regions, and these can vary
with the age of an individual [1]. During rolling, hands do not support the smooth movement of a
body or prevent the body from falling backward or forward. Trunk rotation plays an important
role in providing a smooth rolling movement [2]. A kinetics and kinematic study about rolling
was performed by constraining the rolling motion of adults by crossing the arms over the chest.
Constrainig arms strategy was adopted to reduce variability in rolling pattern. The movement of
the hip during the initiation of the roll was inactive, but at the end of the roll, the hip started to
rotate linearly [3].
3

Considering the variability observed in the qualitative analysis of rolling [1,2] and the
reduced variability in rolling patterns with the arms constrained [3], a group of studies were
performed to test whether constraining the arms would lead to fundamental changes in the rolling
kinematics and kinetics [4-7]. In one study, initiation and cessation times of the rolling motion
were defined using shoulder and pelvis vector angular velocities [4]. Initiation of the rolling
motion was defined as the earlier time of the final local maximum shoulder or the pelvis angular
velocity prior to these angular velocities increasing monotonically to their respective global
maximum. Cessation of the rolling motion was defined by the latter of the shoulder or pelvis
vectors to reach their initial zero angular velocity after both achieved their maximum velocity.
Initiation and cessation of rolling for all trials were identified by normalizing it as a percentage
of rolling [4]. The results indicated that by having subjects roll with their arms crossed, it
increased the peak velocities of shoulder and pelvis, yet produced no identifiable difference in
their fundamental rolling movement.
A subsequent study with an arms-constraining strategy provided useful information about
the energy demand required by an individual to roll. The mechanical energy generated to roll
was calculated for the whole body and different body segments [5]. As an extension to this study,
the musculature energy demand for the whole body was calculated and compared for armconstrained and arm-unconstrained rolling. The whole-body musculature was divided into a five
groups [6]. The musculature demands of whole-body energy necessary for rolling with arms
crossed and uncrossed were not significantly different. The study indicated that most of the
muscle work generated was not directly associated with rolling motion. Instead, it was associated
with moving or positioning body segments in ways that did not contribute directly to rolling.
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In contrast to the kinematics and kinetics research of rolling, a study was performed to
understand the role of frontal trunk and proximal extremity muscles involved in rolling. Here the
EMG activity of four muscle pairs (sternocleidomastoid, pectoralis major, external oblique, and
rectus femoris) of hemi-paretic and healthy subjects were compared. Results indicated that the
behavior of muscles in the upper extremities were more consistent than muscles in the lower
extremities, concluding that variability in muscle excitation of lower extremities was associated
with the inconsistent movement of lower extremities during rolling [8]. Additionally, study
results indicated that among healthy subjects EMG activity level was more enhanced on the
mobile side than on the stable side of the body while rolling.
Another perspective is directed toward the condition that impairs a person’s ability to
roll, Various diseases or injury states can inhibit an individual’s ability to roll, thus making them
dependent on others to roll them from the supine position to the side-lying position. Individuals
who are more than 65 years old, generally have progressive muscular weakness, which can cause
them to lose their ability to roll independently [9]. Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a common
problem in elderly people above 65 years of age [10]. However, the problem of diseases leading
to disability in rolling over in bed is not limited to the elderly population. This is also seen in the
young population who are injured or who have mobility limitations due to conditions such as
cerebral palsy and Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) [11, 12].
People who have Parkinson’s disease have axial motor impairment, resulting in a limited
or complete loss of the function of a body part, which causes disability in the patient. This loss or
reduction in functiion creates difficulties for an individual in walking, maintaining postural
stability, lacking axial rigidity, and turning over in bed. The large population of people with PD
say that it is difficult or impossible to roll in bed [13,14]. Also, the hypokinesia feature of PD
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leads to disability in turning over in bed due to the reduced motor function of the body [15]. It
was reported that an increase in the duration of the disease makes the patient completely unable
to move. Due to axial motor impairment, the individual has slowness and disruption in the
sequence of limb and axial movement, thus making it difficult for them to turn in bed [13].
Mobility in bed is associated with sleep. Individuals with PD face the problem of falling asleep,
due to inappropriate rolling strategies [14]. Similar to people with PD, individuals with spinal
cord injury also reported sleep problems associated with a reduced ability to reposition
themselves in bed [16].
The inability to roll is not limited to the adult population. A research study on the
kinematic abnormalities during rolling in children with cerebral palsy has been performed [11].
Using cluster analysis, this study evaluated different rolling strategies adopted during rolling
from the supine position to the side-lying position. Healthy children adopt a rolling pattern where
the neck and legs are in flexion, thus this strategy characterizes the way healthy children roll
over, in contrast to the cerebral palsy-adopted pattern where the neck and ankles are in extension
and plantar flexion [11]. Another disease known as DMD is a sex-linked hereditary disability
characterized by progressive muscle atrophy leading to paresis by the mid teenage years and,
frequently, death due to respiratory or cardiac complications associated with muscle atrophy by
the late teens or early twenties [17-19]. With DMD, individuals generally lose the ability to
reposition and roll in bed in their early teen years [12].
Another perspective on rolling is from the person who helps somebody to roll. There
have been a number of research studies about patient moving and handling by a caregiver [2024]. The risk faced by healthcare workers (HCWs) while manually handling patients has been
increasing. Healthcare workers who handle patients are at risk of work-related injury, especially
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lower-back injury from repositioning a patient. It was reported that manual patient handling is an
extremely hazardous job for the HCW, as even the safest technique to reposition an individual
has proven to be hazardous in nature [21-22]. There are studies about using mechanical
equipment for this task, suggesting that the best way to eliminate the problem of back injury
faced by the HCW is by eliminating the manual handling of the patient by using an assistive
device, raising the bed, using a device with less friction, employing different lifting techniques,
and using a sliding sheet to handle a patient, but the research and resources on automatic
handling are not yet adequate [21-23]. It has also been reported that training the HCWs about
turning the patient is the most cost effective in reducing the risk of injury to HCWs as
mechanical lifts are not always feasible due to space availability in a hospital and economic
conditions [24]. The different approaches having drawbacks does not eliminate the need for an
HCW to roll or reposition the patient at least once every two hours, which is necessary to prevent
the incidence of medical problems faced by those people who are not able to roll due to
immobility or disease.
Another study to prevent a caregiver from back injury, involved increasing the time of
the interval to roll the individual with immobility. In this study four different rolling strategies
were adopted. A trial was conducted using two different types of mattress: (a) standard
institutional mattress, and (b) viscoelastic polyurethane foam mattress. It was found that turning
the body every four hours on a viscoelastic mattress significantly reduced the incidence of
pressure ulcers [25]. Thus, increasing the interval of rolling an immobile individual provides
some comfort to the caregiver, but they are still at risk of reduced sleep and injuries associated
with patient handling.
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CHAPTER 2
EFFECT OF SURFACES WITH DIFFERENT STIFFNESS ON BODY KINEMATICS
WHILE ROLLING
2.1

Abstract
Rolling is an activity that most people perform repeatedly on a daily basis without

knowing. Rolling and repositioning oneself in bed serves to improve comfort, circulation, and
sleep quality. Generally, people roll on the mattress during sleep, adopting different rolling
patterns when rolling from the supine to the side-lying position. Previous research on rolling
implies that there is wide variability in the rolling pattern. The understanding of body kinematics
and kinetics is limited to rolling on a firm surface. Thus, rolling on surfaces with different
stiffness by providing constraints to the rolling pattern will provide further insight into
understanding the biomechanics of rolling.
The objective of this study was to understand the effect of rolling conditions and surfaces
with different stiffness on the fundamental characteristics of rolling, which was analyzed using
body kinematics, e.g., which body segment (shoulder vs. pelvis) initiated and concluded the roll.
The kinematic data of the shoulder and pelvis of eighteen healthy subjects were measured as they
rolled on three different surfaces with arms crossed and also with arms uncrossed. No significant
difference was observed for the segment (shoulder or pelvis) that initiated the roll (p = 0.308) or
concluded the roll (p = 0.331), the timing of the peak angular velocity of the shoulders (p =
0.092), the peak angular velocity of shoulders (p = 0.532), or the duration of the roll (p = 0.102).
Rolling on different surfaces by constraining the arms over the chest significantly affected the
timing of the peak angular velocity of the pelvis (p = 0.033) and the peak angular velocity of the
pelvis (p = 0.006). ). The finding indicates that the arms and surface stiffness did not affect the
majority of dependent variables that were examined. Rolling with the arms uncrossed serve to
8

generate momentum and torque to support the rolling motion on compliant surface. It is also
important to focus on results of arms-crossed restraint is more inclusive, because people with
physical or neurological limitations may not have use of their arms to assist in the roll , which
can influence the design of future rolling simulations.
2.2

Introduction
Pressure sores are costly both in terms of pain and suffering as well as monetary expenses

because it may take days or even several weeks to heal. The medical cost of an advanced
pressure sore can reach $70,000 [26]. It is estimated that every year, 1.7 million individuals
develop pressure sores in the United States, at an expense of approximately $11 billion [27].
According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the number of people in America aged 65 and older is
projected to be 88.5 million in the next 40 years, which is twice the population of 40.2 million in
2010 [28]. Given the current incidence of pressure sores, lack of innovative solutions to prevent
them, and growing older population, this $11 billion figure would be expected to rise.
Pressure sores are injuries to the skin and underlying tissues. They range in severity from
a reddening of the skin to deep open wounds involving the skin and bones. Pressure sores are
generally developed over bony prominences where the soft tissues are subjected to continuous
pressure or shear forces formed between the skeleton and a contact surface, for example, a
mattress. The incidence of pressure sores increases with the increased magnitude and duration of
pressure applied to the tissue. Pressure applied to the tissue reduces blood flow and increases the
possibility of cell death and the formation of pressure sores.
The primary method to prevent pressure sores is by removing or reducing the pressure
applied to the tissue. In a hospital setting, the removal and reduction of pressure is most
commonly achieved by a healthcare worker rolling the patient in a bed, which is considered the
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standard of care to prevent pressure sores [20, 29]. However, there are various limitations to this
approach as a means to prevent pressure sores. The risk of pressure sore formation affects the
HCW as well as the people under their care. HCWs are at risk of low-back injury associated with
patient handling, reduced sleep associated with unsual nighttime care work schedules, and
elevated work-related stress due to the need to roll the people in a timely manner. A better
alternative would be to provide the individual with the means to roll independently as desired,
and eliminate manual handling [22]. This could be achieved through technological innovations
that are based on knowledge of how people roll.
Previous research on human rolling has been limited. Descriptions of the process of
rolling and categorization of the rolling movement patterns of three body regions—upper
extremities, head and trunk, and lower extremities [1]—have provided detailed qualitative
descriptions of human rolling. Initial research has provided a foundation of knowledge on how
people roll in order to understand the factors that prevent some people from rolling, which are
focused on the motion of the subject, i.e., kinematics and force required to generate the motion or
kinetics when rolling on a firm surface [4,5,6]. To obtain ground reaction forces, an individual
was rolled on a ground surface embedded with a force plate, and it was found that about 90% of
the mechanical energy generated during rolling is in the form of increasing potential energy,
which helps to raise the center of mass of the body. An extension of this study discovered that
the muscle work generated was eight times greater than the mechanical energy required to roll
the whole body. This implies that much of the muscle work generated is not directly associated
with the rolling motion. To date, there is no published research about the effect of surfaces with
different stiffness on body kinematics and mechanical energy requirements, which may differ
from that of a person rolling on a firm surface. To this end, the objective of this study was to
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understand the effect of rolling conditions and surfaces with different stiffness on the
fundamental characteristics of rolling as defined by a kinemaic analysis of the body while
rolling.
2.3

Methods and Protocols

2.3.1 Subjects
Data were collected from subjects who were not limited in their ability to roll. Informed
consent, as defined by the WSU Institutional Review Board, was obtained from 18 healthy
subjects (12 males and 6 females; mean weight 76.3 ± 13.9 kg; mean height 173.6 ± 7.6 cm;
mean age 24.6 ± 3.4 yrs) prior to their participation in the study. Then testing procedures were
explained to all participants and exclusion criteria confirmed verbally.
2.3.2 Experimental Testing
Information from a three-dimensional kinematics study was simultaneously collected
from experimental subjects as they rolled on three different surfaces about the transverse plane
from the supine to a side-lying position. Subjects were instructed to lay supine and roll, lifting
their left side and rolling to the right side-lying position in a controlled and comfortable manner
under two conditions: (1) arms constrained (arms crossed over their chest), and (2) arms free to
move naturally (arms uncrossed) (Figure 2.1). Subjects were asked to roll in the two conditions
five times each on three different surfaces (Figure 2.2)—hard, exercise mat, and mattress—
resulting in total of 30 trials per subject. The data collection order was randomized by surface
order and by arm condition within surface.Whole body kinematics were recorded at 50 Hz using
an eleven-camera, high-resolution motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corp., Santa Rosa,
CA). The eleven cameras recorded the three-dimensional positions of reflective spherical
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markers positioned on the body. Retro-reflective markers were used to define the left and right
acromions of the shoulders and anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) of the pelvis of each subject.

Figure 2.1: Rolling with arms crossed (upper figure) and arms uncrossed (lower figure)
with retro-reflective marker on each shoulder and ASIS (right and left).

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 2.2: Rolling surfaces: (1) hard, (2) exercise mat, and (3) mattress.
2.3.3 Data Analysis
Positioning the retro-reflective markers that were necessary to determine the kinematics
of human rolling was determined from video motion capture data. These markers were used to
12

define the left and right acromions of the shoulders and the ASIS of the pelvis of each subject.
The retro-reflective marker x, y, z coordinate data were processed using a custom written data
processing program (Matlab, The Mathworks, Natick, MA). The marker coordinates data were
low-pass filtered using a zero phase-shift fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency
at 6 Hz. Shoulder and pelvis angles were determined by calculating the inverse tangent of the
horizontal and vertical components of the vectors formed by the right to left shoulder and ASIS
markers, respectively (Figure 2.3):
(2.1)
(2.2)
where Ax, Bx, Az, and Bz represent point A corresponding to the right shoulder and point B
corresponding to the left shoulder, with x and y orientations. Similarly, Cx , Dx, Cz, and Dz
represent point A corresponding to the right ASIS and point B corresponding to the left ASIS,
with x and y orientations. Angle E is the shoulder angle and angle F is the pelvis angle.

Figure 2.3: Shoulder and pelvis marker placement and angle formation.
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Numerical differentiation (central difference method) was used to calculate the
corresponding angular velocities of the shoulder and pelvis segments through the corresponding
vector angle data [7] (Appendix A). It was necessary to identify and define the beginning and
end of each rolling trial in order to make comparisons across rolling trials, rolling conditions,
rolling surfaces, and subjects.
Initiation and cessation times of the rolling motion were defined using the shoulder and
pelvis vector angular velocities. Initiation of the roll was defined as the earlier time of the final
local maximum shoulder or pelvis angular velocity prior to these angular velocities increasing
monotonically to their respective global maximum. The cessation of the motion was defined by
the latter of the shoulder or pelvis vectors to reach their initial zero angular velocity after both
achieved their maximum velocity (Figure 2.4) [7]. Initiation and cessation of rolling for all trials
were identified by normalizing this as a percentage of rolling (Appendix A). All analyses were
made in reference to the percentage of the rolling trial, except the time duration of the roll, which
was calculated as the difference between the cessation time and initiation time.

Figure 2.4: Plot showing initiation and cessation events marked as angular velocity curve
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2.3.4 Statistical Analysis
To examine the effect that rolling on surfaces with different stiffness and crossing the
arms had on shoulder and pelvis kinematics during the rolling motion, statistical analyses
consisting of two-way repeated-measures ANOVA tests were performed. The independent
variables were rolling surfaces at three levels (hard surface, exercise mat and mattress) and
rolling conditions at two levels (arms crossed and arms uncrossed). The dependent variables
were the duration of roll, peak angular velocity of the shoulders, peak angular velocity of the
pelvis, and the timing of peak velocities of the pelvis and shoulder segments. To detect
significant rolling main effects, the level of significance was set at p < 0.05. When significant
main effects were identified, post hoc pairwise t-tests with Bonferroni correction (p = 0.05/n
where n is 5) were performed. The Friedman’s non-parametric statistical test was performed for
understanding the difference in the body segment that initiated and concluded the roll. The level
of significance was set at p < 0.05.
2.4

Results
Across the 90 trials of each condition and different surfaces, the percentage occurrence of

shoulder segment ranged from 56% to 68% and ranged from 42% to 60% which initiated and
concluded the roll, for pelvis segment it ranged from 31% to 41% and 36% to 54% (Table 2.1).
The summary of statistical analysis for the five dependent variables is shown in Table 2.2. The
statistical analysis did not identify significant interaction in the segment that initiated the roll (p
= 0.308) and segment that concluded the roll (p = 0.331). The time of duration of roll had no
significant difference for the conditions (p = 0.475), surfaces (p = 0.439), and interaction
between surfaces and conditions (p = 0.102).
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TABLE 2.1
PERCENTAGE OF BODY SEGMENT THAT INITITATED AND CONCLUDED THE ROLL
ON THREE SURFACES WITH TWO ROLLING CONDITIONS
Sequence Order

Rolling
Surface

Rolling
Constraint
Crossed

Hard
Uncrossed

Start of roll
(Initiation)

Crossed
Exercise Mat
Uncrossed
Crossed
Mattress
Uncrossed
Crossed
Hard
Uncrossed

End of roll
(Cessation)

Crossed
Exercise Mat
Uncrossed
Crossed
Mattress
Uncrossed
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Body
Segment
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison
Shoulder
Pelvis
Unison

Occurrence
(%)
59
40
1
57
41
2
64
36
0
56
43
1
64
36
0
68
31
1
52
44
4
50
44
6
60
36
4
42
54
4
52
42
6
47
51
2

TABLE 2.2
SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES (BOLDED
VALUES ARE SIGNIFICANT)
Dependent Variables

Main Effects

( p-value)

Conditions

0.439

Surfaces

0.475

Time of occurrence of peak
angular velocity of pelvis

Conditions

0.845

Surfaces

0.223

Time of occurrence of peak
angular velocity of shoulder

Conditions

0.118

Surfaces

0.129

Conditions

< 0.001

Surfaces

0.358

Conditions

< 0.001

Surfaces

0.001

Duration of Roll

Pelvis peak angular velocity

Shoulder peak angular velocity

Interaction ( p-value)
0.102

0.034

0.092

0.006

0.532

The descriptive analysis provided in Table 2.3 indicates that the peak angular velocity of
the shoulders increases increased with arms-uncrossed condition The average of the shoulder
peak angular velocity across all subjects ranged from 98.3 deg/sec to 112.3 deg/sec (Figure 2.5).
The peak shoulder angular velocity changed as a result of rolling conditions (p < 0.001) and
surfaces (p = 0.001). There was not a significant interaction between conditions and surfaces (p =
0.532). The average of the pelvis peak angular velocity across all the subjects ranged from 85.8
deg/sec to 93.8 deg/sec (Figure 2.6). There was a significant interaction between rolling
conditions and surfaces (p = 0.006) associated with the peak angular velocities. It can be seen
that surfaces (p = 0.358) do not affect the peak angular velocities of the pelvis, but there is a
significant difference with respect to conditions (p < 0.001). There were no significant main
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effect differences (i.e., conditions: p = 0.118, surfaces: p = 0.129) identified in the timing of the
peak angular velocities of the shoulders, nor was there a significant interaction between the main
effects ( p = 0.092) (Table 2.2).
TABLE 2.3
DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES
(BOLDED VALUES ARE STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANT)
Arm Crossed
Arm Uncrossed
Hard
Hard
Dependent Variables
Blue Mat
Mattress
Blue Mat
Mattress p- value
Surfaces
Surfaces
Average S.D. Average S.D. Average S.D. Average S.D. Average S.D. Average S.D.
Initiating Segment
1.4
0.5
1.4
0.5
1.4
0.5
1.5
0.5
1.4
0.5
1.3
0.5 0.308
Ending Segment
1.5
0.6
1.4
0.6
1.5
0.6
1.6
0.6
1.6
0.6
1.6
0.5 0.331
Occurrence peak pelvis
51.3 10.6 50.1 11.0 50.4 11.3 48.5 9.5 51.2 10.9 52.7 10.9 0.034
angular velocity (% roll)
Occurrence shoulder peak
43.0 8.9 41.3 9.6 41.9
9.0 42.6 9.1 42.1 7.9 44.2 8.5 0.092
angular velocity (% roll)
Peak pelvis angular
88.5 15.9 88.2 15.6 85.8 15.6 89.5 16.5 93.8 17.5 93.5 20.8 0.006
velocity (deg/s)
Peak shoulder angular
98.3 22.0 99.6 21.0 103.1 22.2 106.3 21.6 110.1 21.6 112.3 23.1 0.532
velocity (deg/s)
Duration of roll
3.1
0.7
3.1
0.8
3.1
0.7
3.2
0.7
3.2
0.6
3.1
0.6 0.102

Angular Velocity (deg/sec)

140

Shoulder Peak Angular Velocities

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Hard Surface

Exercise Mat
Crossed Uncrossed

Mattress

Figure 2.5: Mean of peak angular velocity of shoulder across all subjects. Red bars indicate
significant differences between rolling surfaces and asterisks indicate significant differences
between arm conditions.
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Pelvis Peak Angular Velocities
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Figure 2.6: Mean of peak angular velocity of pelvis across all subjects. Asterisks indicate
significant differences between arm conditions.
2.5

Discussion
Rolling is a complicated movement that requires the coordinated motion of the entire

body, i.e., the torso plus upper and lower extremities. People roll on a wide range of surfaces that
have different stiffness Therefore, the objective of this study was to understand the effect of
rolling conditions and surfaces with different stiffness on seven fundamental kinematic measures
of rolling by analyzing body kinematics, for example, which segment (shoulder vs. pelvis)
started and ended the roll. The key finding of this study was that constraining the arms and
surface stiffness did not affect the majority of dependent variables that were examined. There
was no significance difference in the segment (shoulder or pelvis) which initiated the roll and
concluded the roll when rolling with two different conditions and on different surfaces. Hence,
we concluded that i) constraining the arms when rolling and ii) rolling surface stiffness did not
alter fundamental rolling patterns. These conclusions are important because they show that only
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time dependent kinematic measures change, which could influence the design of future rolling
simulations.
The reslts indicating there were no significant differences observed for the segments that
initiated and concluded the roll has important implications. The consistency of the initiating and
concluding segments across conditions and surfaces supports and fits with the motor control
theory that a movement is planned prior to initiation [31,32]. This finding and the result that the
duration of the roll was not affected by rolling conditions and different surfaces provides
confidence that future research work on rolling, for example the creation of a musculoskeletal
simulation of rolling, can be performed with constrained arms and on varying surface stiffnesses
without changing the movement.
Differences in the peak angular velocity of the shoulders were observed between rolling
conditions and surfaces. Specifically, the peak angular velocity of the shoulders increased when
the arms were uncrossed and with a decrease in surface stiffness. The increase in angular
velocity with reduced stiffness in the rolling surface implies that increased kinetic energy is
generated to roll on a compliant surface. The increase in the peak angular velocity of the
shoulder for the arms-uncrossed condition could be associated with an increase in momentum
generated by the arms to generate the increase in kinetic energy to assist in rolling on a
compliant surface. The extension of the arms could have generated a torque to aid rolling by
shifting the center of mass away from the axis of rotation. Extension of the arms may have
decreased core muscle demand as well, because it lowers the trunk muscle activity required to
create momentum, as proposed by Kafri et al. [8]. Together, these findings suggest that not
constraining the arms may be better suited for an individual rolling on a compliant surface. When
the arms are not constrained they may serve to aid in rolling and thereby reduce the demand on
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the torso musculature demand. Alternatively, when the arms are crossed over the chest (i.e.,
constrained), there may be an increased demand on the torso musculature demand. An analysis
of the mechanical energy requirements to roll various surfaces with and without arm constraints
could provide further information on the contribution of the arms while rolling.
The statistical analysis indicated that the peak angular velocity of the pelvis changed with
arm conditions. The decrease in peak pelvis angular velocity when rolling on a compliant surface
with arms crossed suggests that subjects generated less kinetic energy with the pelvis segment.
The increase in peak pelvis angular velocity when rolling on a compliant surface with arms
uncrossed implies that the subject generated more pelvis kinetic energy. An increase in kinetic
energy of the pelvis segment, as well as the shoulder segment as mentioned above, infers that the
arms may serve as a means to generate higher levels of kinetic energy compared to rolling with
the arms constrained and crossed over the chest. Assuming the overall energy requirement to roll
on a compliant surface is relatively consistent, these findings suggest that rolling with arms
crossed results in more evenly generated kinetic energy compared to rolling with the arms
uncrossed. Rolling with the arms uncrossed appears to generate higher kinetic energy levels for a
shorter duration at both the shoulders and pelvis to assist in rolling. Therefore, rolling with the
arms uncrossed may be preferred from an energy generation perspective, particularly if the
extended arms serve to generate momentum and torque to support the rolling motion.
The timing of the peak angular velocities for the shoulder did not change when rolling
with the arms crossed or uncrossed on the three surfaces. The timing of the peak angular
velocities for the pelvis did changed significantly between the conditions and surfaces. However,
the change in the timing of peak angular velocities of pelvis indicates that there was no learning
effect.
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2.5.1 Methodological Issues
The stiffness of the surface on which a subject rolled could be a potential limitation.
Subjects may have been unfamiliar to rolling on a hard surface, exercise mat and rolling with
arms crossed, which could have resulted in variations in their natural rolling motion. This
surfaces provides a means for standardizing the testing protocol. However, all the subjects were
familiar rolling on this surfaces. A second limitation is the age range of the subjects. The
subjects in this study were college-aged and free from conditions that may have inhibited their
ability to roll. As a result, the findings from this study may not be generalizable to people inother
age groups or with mobility limitations. However, it would be impossible to identify problems
associated with the impaired rolling population without understanding the biomechanics of the
young and healthy rolling population.
2.6

Conclusion
Rolling is a fundamental and complex task of daily living. This study was performed to

understand the effects of different surfaces on five kinematic measures considered fundamental
characteristic of rolling. In order to perform a biomechanical analysis, it would be beneficial to
simplify the the movement without interfering with the natural rolling motion. The results of this
study identified differences in several of the kinematic measures arising from the rolling
conditions and surfaces. Rolling with the arms uncrossed may be preferred from an energy
generation perspective, particularly if the extended arms serve to generate momentum and torque
to support the rolling motion on compliant surface. However, an analysis made using the armscrossed constraint is more inclusive, because people with physical or neurological limitations
may not have use of their arms to assist in rolling. This study provides more information
regarding the biomechanics of human rolling that may be useful in the creation of solutions for
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those persons who cannot roll independently. These findings prompt us to analyze the energy
requirements of the entire body while rolling on different surfaces.
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CHAPTER 3
DIFFERENCES IN MECHANICAL ENERGY OF HUMAN ROLLING
ON DIFFERENT SURFACES
3.1

Abstract
Rolling is an activity most people perform on a daily basis without knowing. Rolling and

repositioning oneself in bed serves to improve comfort, circulation, and sleep quality. Generally,
people roll on a mattress during sleep, adopting different rolling patterns when rolling from the
supine position to the side-lying position. Previous research is limited on the kinematics and
kinetics of rolling on firm surfaces. Rolling on surfaces with different stiffness and providing
constraints to rolling patterns will provide further insight in understanding the biomechanics of
rolling. The objectives of this study were the following: (1) to understand the effect of surfaces
with different stiffness on the mechanical energy requirements of the entire body, and (2) to
compare the energy contributions of individual body segments, and identify those segments that
contribute to any observed mechanical energy differences.
Data were collected from 18 healthy subjects using a motion capture system when they
rolled from the supine to side-lying positions on three different surfaces (hard, exercise mat, and
mattress) with two rolling conditions (arms constrained over the chest, and arms free to move).
The marker position x, y, z data were imported into a musculoskeletal simulation software
(OpenSim version 3.3) to calculate the body kinematics. The body kinematic data were used to
calculate the total mechanical energy (Etot), which is the sum of potential energy (Ep) and kinetic
energy (Ek). The mean Etot across all subjects for arms-crossed rolling on three different
surfaces—hard, exercise mat, and mattress—were 78.4 ± 21.6J, 77.1 ± 20.7J, and 77.7 ± 22.2J,
respectively. Similarly, for the arms-uncrossed condition on three different surfaces—hard,
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exercise mat, and mattress—were 91.3 ± 23.8J, 88.8 ± 24.0J, and 87.9 ± 26.3J, respectively.
There was a significant difference observed for main effects of rolling conditions (p <
0.01).There was no statistical significant difference observed between rolling conditions and
surfaces for Etot. The Ep contributed about 90% to the Etot and was consistent across all
conditions and surfaces. The left leg and torso segments were the major contributors of Etot
ranging from 28% to 33% and 38% to 41% across the trials, respectively. In the difference
observed between the two rolling conditions for total mechanical energy, the arm segments were
the major contributor to the difference observed in the mechanical energy. The finding reveals
that the constraining the arms over the chest will be helpful from the perspective of caregivers,
becasue it will provide the advantage of applying less external force to the passive body of the
patient. Rolling on the compliant surface is difficult as some amount energy is being absorbed by
the surface, leading to more requirement of energy as input to roll.
3.2

Introduction
Human body movement is one of the most essential activities of daily living. Every day

we perform different movements such as jumping, walking, and rolling, and there have been
decades of research on such human movements. Research on human rolling has not been studied
like the other movements. Human rolling, most commonly executed as turning in bed, is a
fundamental activity of daily living and a complicated movement that requires the synchronized
motion of the entire body, i.e., the trunk and upper and lower extremities [1]. Rolling in bed
during sleep is a milestone in human development. Individuals unable to roll are susceptible to
pressure sores (also known as bed sores) and other medical difficulties. Rolling serves to
increase comfort and prevent ischemic-associated injuries to the tissues (i.e., pressure sores),
facilitating a healthy quality of sleep and potential reduction in long-term health complications. It
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is estimated that every year, 1.7 million individuals develop pressure sores in the United States,
resulting in around $11 billion in pressure sore treatment. A similar expense is noticed around
the world [27].
Among people who have lost the ability to roll or reposition themselves, pressure sores
are a prevalent and costly problem. The medical cost for final-stage pressure sores can be
$70,000 [26]. It is been reported that hospitalization due to bed sores has increased 80% from
1993 to 2006 [33]. Around 60,000 individuals every year die because of pressure sores [34].
Individuals older than 65 years are more prone to pressure sores due to progressive muscular
weakness, which limits their ability to roll independently. Individuals who have back or spinal
cord injury, motor neuron disease, or immobility are at risk of developing pressure sores. Thus, it
is important to prevent pressure sores, in turn providing benefits to patients suffering from pain
and healthcare professionals in reducing their work [35].
Body rolling and repositioning to prevent individuals with limited mobility from
acquiring pressure sores has long been considered the role of health care workers (HCW). As a
result, much of the rolling research has been focused on how to roll a person from the
perspective of the HCW [21]. Turning the patient in the bed is considered standard of care to
prevent pressure sores [20, 29].
Previous research on human rolling is limited. Descriptions of the process of rolling and
categorization of rolling movement patterns occur in three main body regions: upper extremities,
head and trunk, and lower extremities [1]. Initial research provides a foundation of knowledge on
how people roll and an understanding of the factors that prevent some people from rolling by
focusing on the motion of the subject, i.e., kinematics and force required to generate the motion
or kinetics when rolling on a firm surface [4, 5, 6]. An individual rolled on a ground surface
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embedded with a force plate reveals the ground reaction forces which indicates that about 90%
of the mechanical energy generated during rolling is in the form of potential energy. It indicates
that maximum amount of energy is required to raise the COM of the body.An extension of this
study discovered that the muscle work generated was eight times greater than the mechanical
energy required to roll the whole body. This implies that much of the muscle work generated is
not completely associated with the rolling motion. It was associated with moving or positioning
body segments in ways that did not contribute directly to rolling To date, there is no published
research on the mechanical energy of rolling on surfaces with different stiffness with arms
constrained to reduce variability, which may differ from that of a person rolling on a firm
surface. This study will provide further insight about biomechanics of rolling. To this end, the
objective of this study was to quantify the effect of surfaces with different stiffness on the
mechanical energy requirement of the entire body and the contribution of individual body
segments while rolling.
3.3

Methods and Protocols

3.3.1 Subjects
Data were collected from subjects who were not limited in their ability to roll. Informed
consent, as defined by the WSU Institutional Review Board, was obtained from 18 subjects (12
males and 6 females; mean weight 76.3 ± 13.9 kg; mean height 173.6 ± 7.6 cm; mean age 24.6 ±
3.4 yrs.) prior to their participation in the study. Testing procedures were explained to all
participants and exclusion criteria confirmed verbally.
3.3.2 Experimental Testing
Three-dimensional kinematic and electromyography (EMG) data were simultaneously
collected from subjects as they rolled on three different surfaces about the transverse plane from
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the supine positoin to a side-lying position. Subjects were instructed to lay supine and roll, lifting
their left side and rolling to right side-lying position in a controlled and comfortable manner in
two conditions: (1) arms constrained over their chest (arms crossed), and (2) arms free to move
naturally (arms uncrossed), as shown in Figure 3.1. Subjects were asked to roll under these two
conditions five times on three different surfaces (hard, exercise mat, and mattress), as shown in
Figure 3.2, resulting in a total 30 trials per subject. The data collection order was randomized by
surface order and by arm condition within surface. Whole body kinematics were recorded at 50
Hz using an eleven-camera, high-resolution motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corp.,
Santa Rosa, CA). The eleven cameras recorded the three-dimensional positions of reflective
spherical markers positioned on the body using a modified Helen Hayes marker set for static trial
(Figure 3.3) and dynamic rolling trial (Figure 3.4). This marker set is effective for capturing
limb, torso, and head kinematics. Modifications to the marker positions were made to prevent the
them from impeding the rolling motion. Specifically, markers on the right side were moved
anteriorly from their standard position. Based upon previous research, EMG was collected from
16 different muscles were used to collect EMG data [8] and ensured proper placement of
electrodes [36] (Table 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Rolling with arms crossed (upper figure) and arms uncrossed (lower figure)
with 22 retro-reflective markers.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Figure 3.2: Rolling surfaces: (1) hard, (2) exercise mat, and (3) mattress
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Figure 3.3: Static standing pose trial with the 33 markers set.

Figure 3.4: Dynamic rolling trial with the 22 markers set.
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TABLE 3.1
MUSCLES USED FOR ELECTROMYOGRAPHY DATA COLLECTION
Muscle Name
Left Sternocleidomastoid
Right Sternocleidomastoid
Left Pectoralis Major
Right Pectoralis Major
Left Rectus Abdominis
Right Rectus Abdominis
Left Gracilis
Right Gracilis
Left Rectus Femoris
Right Rectus Femoris
Left Tibialis Anterior
Right Tibialis Anterior
Left Vastus Medialis
Right Vastus Medialis
Left Gastrocnemius Medialis
Right Gastrocnemius Medialis
Initiation and cessation times of the rolling motion were identified using the shoulder and
pelvis vector angular velocities. Initiation of the roll was defined as the earliest time of the final
local maximum shoulder or the pelvis angular velocity prior to these angular velocities
increasing monotonically to their respective global maximum. The cessation of the motion was
defined by the latter of the shoulder or pelvis vectors to reach their initial zero angular velocity
after both achieved their maximum velocity. All trials were normalized as a percentage of the
rolling motion (supine to side-lying) based on the identified initiation and cessation times. All
analyses were made in reference to the percentage of the rolling trial, except the time duration of
the roll, which was calculated as the difference between the cessation time and initiation time.
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3.3.3 Data Analysis
The marker position x, y, z data were imported to a musculoskeletal simulation software
(OpenSim version 3.3) to calculate the body kinematics [37]. A human model having 20
segments and 37 degrees of freedom [5] was created in the software, as shown in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: OpenSim software musculoskeletal model with 33 markers.
The OpenSim scaling tool was used to scale the model based on subject body mass. The
lengths of various body segments (Table 3.2) of the model were defined by marker positions.
The inverse kinematics calculations were performed using the inverse kinematics tool in
OpenSim, which calculated the coordinate trajectories for various body segments.
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TABLE 3.2
BODY SEGMENTS FOR OPENSIM MUSCULOSKELETAL MODEL
Body Segments
Pelvis
Left and Right Femur
Left and Right Tibia
Left and Right Talus
Left and Right Calcn
Left and Right Toes
Left and Right Tibia
Left and Right Talus
Left and Right Toes
Left and Right Torso
Left and Right Humerus
Left and Right Ulna
Left and Right Radius
Left and Right Hand
These coordinate trajectories were used to calculate body kinematics, such as linear (ν)
and angular (ω) velocities and acceleration, and position of the center of mass of each body
segment using the Analyze tool [5]. These data were further processed by a low-pass filter at 4
Hz using a zero phase-shift Butterworth filter.The resultant body kinematics were used to
calculate the total mechanical energy for the entire body and different individual body segments
(right leg, left leg, right arm, left arm, pelvis and torso) . The total mechanical energy is the sum
of potential energy and kinetic energy. Kinetic energy is the sum of translational kinetic energy
(EKT) which depends upon the linear velocity of body segments and rotational kinetic energy
(EKR), which depends upon the angular velocity of body segments (EKR).

(3.1)
(3.2)
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(3.3)
where (m) is the mass of body segment in kg, (g) is the gravitational constant (9.81m/s2), (h) is
the height of the center of mass of body segments, linear (ν) and angular (ω) velocities of the
body segment center of mass m/s, and (I) is the mass moment of inertia of body segment in
kg•m2. The Etot was calculated by adding the positive increment of the position in potential and
kinetic energy [38].
The EMG data were collected at 1000 Hz. The EMG activation level was generated by
subtracting the mean baseline value of EMG from the EMG data to eliminate noise signals.
These data were full wave rectified and filtered with fourth-order with Butterworth low pass zero
phase-shift filter having a cutoff frequency of 10 Hz. The rectified and filtered EMG data were
used in the identification of onset-offset of muscle activation level was determined during rolling
having a sliding window of 50 msec and standard deviation above base line was set to 3
(Appendix B) . The integrated EMG (iEMG) was calculated for sixteen individual muscles.
3.3.4 Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses consisting of two -way repeated-measures ANOVA tests were
performed to analyze the difference in total mechanical energy, the difference in energy
contribution between the different body segments and difference in integrated EMG for different
surfaces and conditions. The two independent variables were rolling surfaces at three levels
(hard, exercise mat, and mattress) and rolling conditions at two levels (arms crossed and arms
uncrossed). To detect significant rolling condition and surface effects, the level of significance
was set at p < 0.05 with post hoc pairwise t-test with Boneferroni coreection (p = 0.05/n where n
is 5).
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3.4

Results
The mean Etot across all subjects for the arms-crossed rolling condition on three different

surfaces—hard, exercise mat, and mattress (Figure 3.6)—were 78.4 ± 21.6J, 77.1 ± 20.7J, and
77.7 ± 22.2J, respectively. Similarly, for the arms-uncrossed condition, Etot was 91.3 ± 23.8J,
88.8 ± 24.0J, and 87.9 ± 26.3J, respectively (Table 3.3).

Total Mechanical Energy

Mecahnical Energy (J)

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0

Hard Surface

Exercise Mat
Crossed

Mattress

Uncrossed

Figure 3.6: Mean body mechanical energy across conditions and surfaces. Asterisks indicate
significant differences between rolling conditions, i.e., arms crossed versus arms uncrossed.
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TABLE 3.3
MEAN OF TOTAL MECHANICAL ENERGY (Etot), POTENTIAL ENERGY (Ep), AND
KINETIC ENERGY(EK) (JOULES)

The potential energy (Ep) for the three different surfaces—hard, exercise mat, and
mattress— with arms-crossed rolling condition was 70.8 ± 19.5J, 69.8 ± 19.0J, and 70.43 ±
21.1J, respectively. Similarly, for the arm-uncrossed condition, the Ep was 82.3 ± 21.5J, 79.9 ±
21.5J, and 79.4 ± 23.9J, respectively. The kinetic energy(EK) for three different surfaces with the
arms-crossed rolling condition was 7.7 ± 2.6J, 7.3 ± 2.5J, and 7.3 ± 2.1J, respectively. Similarly,
for the arms-uncrossed condition the EK was 9.1 ± 3.0J, 8.9 ± 3.6J, and 8.5 ± 3.1J, respectively.
For the mean total mechanical energy, potential energy comprised about 90% and kinetic energy
comprises 10%, which is consistent for all surfaces and rolling conditions.
Kinetic energy is comprised of two components: translational energy and rotational
energy. Across all trials, it was observed that mean translational kinetic energy was 99% and
rotational kinetic energy was 1%, which was consistent for the two rolling conditions and three
different surfaces. The summary of statistical analysis for different dependent variables is shown
in Table 3.4. No statistically significant difference was observed between the rolling conditions
and the surfaces (p = 0.403) or in the main effects of the surfaces (p = 0.053) for total mechanical
energy, but there was a significant difference for the main effects of the rolling conditions (p <
0.001).
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TABLE 3.4
SUMMARY OF STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DEPENDENT VARIABLES (BOLDED
VALUES ARE SIGNIFICANT)
Dependent Variables
Right Leg
Left Leg
Right Arm
Left Arm
Pelvis
Torso
Total Mechanical Energy
Integrated EMG

Main Effects

( p-value)

Conditions

0.503

Surfaces

0.181

Conditions

0.917

Surfaces

p<0.001

Conditions

p<0.001

Surfaces

0.002

Conditions

p<0.001

Surfaces

p<0.001

Conditions

0.003

Surfaces

0.006

Conditions

p<0.001

Surfaces

0.272

Conditions

p<0.001

Surfaces

0.053

Conditions

0.09

Surfaces

0.01

Interaction ( p-value)
0.057
0.458
0.024
p<0.001
0.976
0.850
0.403
0.273

The mechanical energy distributed among the individual body segments indicated that
body segments such as the torso, pelvis, and left leg are major contributors to the generation of
energy, as shown in Table 3.5. The percentage of contribution indicated that the torso and left leg
are the major segments producing the energy during rolling, as shown in Table 3.6. The average
mechanical energy for individual body segments across the 18 subjects is shown in Figure 3.7.
The statistical analysis identified a significant difference in interaction (p = 0.047) between arm
conditions and surfaces for the right leg, with no significant difference observed in main effects.
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There was no significant difference identified in interaction (p = 0.458) between arm conditions
and surfaces for the left leg and the main effects of conditions (p = 0.917), but a significant
difference was observed in main effects of the surfaces (p < 0.001). A significant difference was
also observed in the interaction between arm conditions and surfaces of the right arm (p = 0.024)
and left arm (p < 0.001).
TABLE 3.5
MEAN MECHANICAL ENERGY (JOULES) OF INDIVIDUAL BODY SEGMENTS AS A
FUNCTION OF SURFACE AND ROLLING CONDITION
Arm Crossed
Arm Uncrossed
Body
Hard surface Exercise Mat Mattress
Hard surface Exercise Mat
Segment
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
Right Leg
5.5
2.4
5.5
2.2
6.0
2.7
5.8
2.9
5.3
2.7
Left Leg
26.2
7.6
25.3
7.3
24.9
7.8
26.7
9.0
25.3 8.3
Right Arm 0.8
0.3
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.2
1.4
0.9
1.5
1.0
Left Arm
5.0
1.6
5.4
2.4
4.9
1.3
13.8
3.7
13.4 3.8
Pelvis
8.9
2.6
9.2
2.7
9.6
2.6
9.5
3.0
9.8
3.1
Torso
31.8 11.1 30.8 11.3 31.3 12.9 33.8
11.0 33.3 10.9

Mattress
Mean S.D.
5.5
2.4
24.4
8.3
1.7
1.1
12.3
3.0
10.2
3.4
33.6 13.1

TABLE 3.6
MEAN PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL BODY SEGMENTS IN TOTAL
MECHANICAL ENERGY FOR ROLLING CONDITIONS
AND SURFACES
Contribution of Body Segment in Total Mechanical Energy (%)
Body
Segment

Arms Crossed

Arms Uncrossed

Hard
Surface

Exercise
Mat

Mattress

Hard
Surface

Exercise
Mat

Mattress

Right Leg

7

7

8

6

6

6

Left Leg

33

33

32

29

29

28

Right Arm

1

1

1

1

1

2

Left Arm

6

7

6

15

15

14

Pelvis

12

12

12

11

11

12

Torso

41

40

41

38

38

38

38

Individual Body Segments Mechanical Energy

Mecahnical Energy (J)
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Right Leg

Left Leg

Right Arm
Left Arm
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Uncrossed

Pelvis

Mattress

Exercise Mat

Hard Surface

Mattress

Exercise Mat
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Figure 3.7: Mean mechanical energy for individual body segment conditions and surfaces. Red
bars indicate significant differences between rolling surfaces and asterisks indicate significant
differences between rolling conditions.
No significant difference was observed in the pelvis segment interaction between rolling
conditions and surfaces (p = 0.976), but the main effects were significant for conditions
(p = 0.003) and surfaces (p = 0.006). No significant difference was observed in the interaction
(p = 0.850) between arm conditions and surfaces for the torso segment and main effect of
surfaces (p = 0.272), but a significant difference was evident in the main effects between
conditions (p < 0.001). The mean kinetic energy for different body segments ranges from 0.3J to
3.3J (Table 3.7).
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TABLE 3.7
MEAN KINETIC ENERGY (JOULES) FOR INDIVIDUAL BODY SEGMENTS AS A
FUNCTION OF ROLLING CONDITIONS AND SURFACES

Body
Hard surface
Segment
Mean S.D.
Right Leg
0.8
0.3
Left Leg
3.1
1.1
Right Arm 0.4
0.1
Left Arm
0.8
0.3
Pelvis
0.7
0.3
Torso
1.7
0.7

Kinetic Energy of Individual Body Segment
Arm Crossed
Arm Uncrossed
Exercise Mat Mattress
Hard surface Exercise Mat Mattress
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
0.7
0.3
0.9
0.5
0.9
0.4
0.9
0.6
0.9
0.6
2.9
0.9
3.1
1.1
3.3
1.2
3.1
1.7
2.9
1.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.8
0.4
0.8
0.2
1.9
0.8
2.1
0.8
1.9
0.6
0.6
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.8
0.3
1.6
0.9
1.5
0.7
1.6
0.8
1.8
0.9
1.7
1.1

The mean whole body center of mass position across the conditions and surfaces is
shown in Table 3.8. It indicates that body sunks into the mattress by 1cm when compared with
hard surfaces, while rolling from supine to side-lying position with two rolling conditions. The
potential energy loss across all the subjects on the compliant surface was 7.4J, contributing to
10% of potential energy loss. No statistical significant difference was observed in the interaction
between conditions and surfaces (p = 0.529) for the whole body COM position across all the
subjects lying in a supine position during the start of the roll. But a significant difference was
observed between conditions (p < 0.001) and between surfaces (p < 0.001). No statistical
significant difference was observed between the interaction of conditions and surfaces
(p = 0.866) and between the conditions (p = 0.182) for the whole body COM position in the sidelying position across all subjects at the end of the roll. A significant difference was observed
between the surfaces (p < 0.001). The observed difference was between hard surface and
mattress.
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TABLE 3.8
MEAN WHOLE BODY CENTER OF MASS POSITION IN METERS AS A FUNCTION
OF ROLLING CONDITIONS AND SURFACES
Body
Position
Supine
Side-Lying

Hard Surface
Mean S.D.
0.095 0.016
0.149 0.014

Arm Crossed
Arm Uncrossed
Exercise Mat
Mattress
Hard Surface Exercise Mat
Mattress
Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D. Mean S.D.
0.078 0.011 0.045 0.018 0.079 0.016 0.063 0.009 0.030 0.014
0.132 0.011 0.089 0.014 0.150 0.016 0.134 0.014 0.091 0.015

The mean integrated EMG for all muscles across all subjects is shown in Figure 3.8. A
statistical significant difference was observed for the main effects of the surfaces (p = 0.01), but
no statistical significance difference was observed in the interaction (p = 0.273) and main effect
of the condition (p = 0.09).

iEMG (V•S)

Integrated EMG
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Hard Surface

Exercise Mat
Crossed

Mattress

Uncrossed

Figure 3.8: Mean of integrated EMG for 16 muscles. Red bars indicate significant differences
between rolling surfaces.
3.5

Discussion
Rolling is an activity that most people perform repeatedly on a daily basis without

knowing. It is a complex movement that requires the coordinated motion of body segments, i.e.,
trunk and upper and lower extremities [1]. The literature concerning human rolling is limited,
with the majority of research performed from the perspective of the person who helps somebody
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roll, such as a caregiver (20-24). There are few studies that provide an understanding of
kinematics and kinetics of human rolling on a firm surface [3-7], and no known studies for a
compliant surface, e.g., a mattress. Therefore, the objectives of this study were to: (1) determine
whether surface stiffness affects the energy demands of rolling from the supine position to the
side-lying position, and (2) compare the energy contributions of individual body segments and
identify the segments that contribute to any observed mechanical energy differences. One key
finding was that surface stiffness did not affect the energy demand of rolling from the supine to
side-lying position. A second key finding was constraining arms over the chest reduces the
energy demand requirement of the body as an input to roll. A third key finding was the left leg
and torso segment were the major contributors to mechanical energy. A fourth key finding was
that arm segments were the major contributor to the difference observed in the mechanical
energy generated in rolling.
The results indicate that constraining the arms reduces the mechanical energy
requirement of the body as an input to rolling. This finding reveals that the constraining the arms
over the chest will be helpful from the perspective of caregivers, becasue it will provide the
advantage of applying less external force to the passive body of the patient and perhaps result in
reducing the risk of low-back injury of caregivers. The analyses also indicated that the major
contributor in total mechanical energy is potential energy (90%), which was consistent across all
conditions and surfaces of rolling. The major contribution of potential energy in total mechanical
energy indicates that the maximum amount of energy is required to raise the whole body COM.
It indicates that more mechanical energy input is required by the body for translating it upward.
These results were similar to Hassan [5] and Kafri [8] who noted that the COM changes position
as the person rolls from the supine to side-lying position. The potential energy for arms-crossed
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rolling was less than that for arms-uncrossed rolling. The observed differences were likely due to
the initial position of the arms for the two rolling conditions. For arms-crossed rolling, the arms
were positioned on the chest whereas the arms were positioned at the side, a ower position, for
arms-uncrossed rolling.
The lower kinetic energy (10%) indicates the speed of the roll was consistent??? across
the trials. This may be because healthy people adopt a habitual way of rolling that is unaffected
by surfaces or conditions. The rate at which subjects should roll was not indicated.
Arm segments were the major contributors to the differences observed in the mechanical
energy for the two rolling conditions on three different surfaces. The arm segments contributed
9.4J, 8.7J, and 8.3J for the observed difference in the energy demands between the three different
surfaces —firm, exercise mat, and mattress—, respectively. The arm segment contribution
ranged from 72% to 82% in observed difference in the energy demand across all rolling
conditions and surfaces. The statistical difference in main effects of surfaces for left legs
indicates a decrease in mechanical energy required by the left leg while rolling with a decrease in
surface stiffness. The statistical difference in the main effects of the pelvis segments indicates
that the mechanical energy required by the pelvis for the two rolling conditions increases with a
decrease in surface stiffness. It implicates that it is harder to roll on a compliant surface. When
the person is lying in a supine position on a mattress, the pressure distribution mainly occurs in
the pelvic area. If the surface is firm, then the contact area decreases in the pelvic region [32].
This might be the potential reason for pelvis segments in this study generating more mechanical
energy to support the lower extremities of the body in overcoming the viscoelastic energy
absorption component of the mattress while rolling. The pressure concentration in the pelvis
region on the mattress might have lifted the legs, reducing the contact of leg segments with the
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mattress. This could have resulted in a decreased mechanical energy requirement by the left leg
with the decrease in surface stiffness.
The kinetic energy results shown in Table 3.8 support the interpretations made in Chapter
2, namely: (1) the decrease in peak pelvis angular velocity when rolling on a compliant surface
with arms crossed implies that subjects generated less kinetic energy with the pelvis in rolling,
and (2) the increase in peak pelvis angular velocity when rolling on a compliant surface with
arms uncrossed implies that subjects generated more kinetic energy with the pelvis in rolling.
Together, these findings suggest that rolling with arms crossed results in more evenly generated
kinetic energy compared to rolling with the arms uncrossed. Rolling with the arms uncrossed
appears to generate higher kinetic energy levels for a shorter duration at both the shoulders and
pelvis to assist in rolling. Therefore, rolling with the arms uncrossed may be preferred from an
energy generation perspective, particularly if the extended arms serve to generate momentum
and torque to support the rolling motion.
The significant difference between the main effects of rolling conditions and surfaces for
the whole body COM in the supine position decreases with a decrease in stiffness of the surfaces
for two rolling conditions. The statistical difference in main effects of surfaces for the whole
body COM in the side-lying position decreases with surface stiffness. Because the COM of the
subjects compressed the mattress by an additional 1cm in the side-lying position compared to the
supine position, there was an unaccounted loss of potential energy. This situation indicates that
energy was absorbed by the viscoelastic component of the compliant surface.
Integrated EMG (iEMG) is the strongest parameter for analyzing the mechanical work of
the muscles [39]. The significant difference in the main effects of surfaces of the iEMG indicates
that more muscle work was generated with the decreasing stiffness of the surfaces.There was no
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significant difference observed for the main effects of the arms conditions. These findings are
similar to Hassan [40], who suggested that muscle work did not change in between two rolling
conditions, which is consistent with our finding.
3.5.1 Methodological Issues
The first limitation is the range of age of the subjects, which narrows down the focus of
the study to the limited population size. However, it would be impossible to identify the
problems associated with impaired rolling population without understanding the biomechanics of
the young and healthy rolling population. The second possible limitation is to determine the
energy demand of the body on the complaint surface while rolling, presently energy absorbed by
the compliant surface is unquantifiable, due to its viscoelastic properties. However, iEMG will
provide some insight in the amount of energy required by an individual while rolling on the
compliant surface.
3.6

Conclusion
The knowledge about rolling from the perspective of biomechanics is limited to the

understanding of the energy requirement of the body for rolling on a firm surface. This study
provided insight about the mechanical energy requirement of the body when rolling on surfaces
with different stiffness. The mechanical energy required for rolling on different surfaces with
arms crossed is less than that in the arms-uncrossed condition. This finding is very important
from the perspective of healthcare workers who reposition immobile individuals in bed. Arm
segments were the major contributor to the difference observed in the mechanical energy. This
information will further help to simplify the musculoskeletal models and simulations in order to
understand energy absorbed by the compliant surface during rolling. Rolling on the compliant
surface is difficult as some amount energy is being absorbed by the surface, leading to more
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requirement of energy as input to roll. The left leg and torso segments were major contributors to
mechanical energy. No statistical significance difference was observed for the right leg, left leg,
pelvis, or torso segments between the interaction of conditions and surfaces during rolling.
Overall this study provided a means to understand the energy requirement of a roll and data on
the biomechanics of human rolling to create a simplified musculoskeletal model. The model
could then be useful in the creation of interventions and technologies for people who cannot roll
independently.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCLUSION
Summary

4.1

The goal of this study was to understand the effect of surfaces with different stiffness on
body kinematics and the energy requirement of the body while rolling on three different
surfaces—hard, exercise mat, and mattress—with two rolling conditions—arms constrained
(arms crossed over their chest) ii) and arms free to move naturally (arms uncrossed). To this end,
the objectives of this study were the following: (1) to understand the effect of surfaces with
different stiffness on body kinematics, i.e., which segment (shoulder vs. pelvis) initiated and
ended the roll, and (2) to understand the effect of surfaces with different stiffness on the
mechanical energy requirement of the entire body and the contribution of individual segments.
The main findings from this research are as follows:


Constraining the arms and surface stiffness did not affect the majority of dependent
variables examined.



No statistical significant difference was observed for the segment (shoulder or pelvis) that
initiated or concluded the roll for different rolling conditions and surfaces.



The mechanical energy required for rolling on different surfaces with arms crossed is less
than that in the arms-uncrossed condition.



The major contributor in total mechanical energy is potential energy (90%) which was
consistent across all conditions and rolling surfaces.



Arm segments were the major contributor to the difference observed in the mechanical
energy. The left leg and torso segments were the major contributors to mechanical
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energy. There was no statistical significance difference observed for right leg, left leg,
pelvis, or torso segments between the rolling conditions and surfaces.


A statistical significance difference was observed between surfaces as the integrated
EMG increased with a decrease in surface stiffness. However, no significant difference
was observed for integrated EMG between conditions.
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A.

MATLAB PROGRAMFOR CALCULATING DIFFERENT KINEMATIC
VARIABLES WHILE ROLLING

%Run several mathematical calculations on rolling kinematic shoulder and
%pelvis angles for all subjects
%%%%%%Limitations%%%%%%%%%
%Trc file must have no gaps in the data
%Markers must be named appropriately
%Must have all trc files in a specific folder within an all subjects folder
%Subject must roll from left to right and have the head towards computer
%Nomenclature must be numbered in ascending order for each subject, each condition
%Get inputs: output file name
function final_file = LV_run_final(name);
%example: LV_run('name_of_excel_file');
j = 1;
%Put excel file name into string
output_file = sprintf('start','.xls');
directory = pwd;
output_file = [directory '\' output_file];
%initialize spreadsheet
xlswrite(output_file, 'test');
%Activate Excel actxsever
Excel = actxserver ('Excel.Application');
Excel.Visible = 1;
%Open the file and make it active
invoke(Excel.Workbooks,'Open',output_file);
ActiveSheet = Excel.ActiveSheet;
%Rename the first worksheet
Excel.Worksheets.Item(1).Name = 'plots';
%%Deleting extra sheets
sheetName = 'Sheet';
try
% Throws an error if the sheets do not exist.
%Excel.Worksheets.Item([sheetName '1']).Delete;
Excel.ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets.Item([sheetName '2']).Delete;
Excel.ActiveWorkbook.Worksheets.Item([sheetName '3']).Delete;
catch
% Do nothing.
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;
end
%Find data directory
inputpath = uigetdir;
%Pull all subject names
subject_list = dir(inputpath);
c1 = struct2cell(subject_list); %convert to cell
subject_list = c1(1, 3:end)'; %pull list of names only
%%REPEAT LOOP FOR EVERY SUBJECT FOLDER
for i = 1:length(subject_list)
%Create file name for subject
file_name = [inputpath, '\', subject_list{i, 1}];
%Pull all trc files out for that subject
trc_files = dir( fullfile(file_name,'*.trc') );
%Pull all trc file names and display on screen
trc_files = {trc_files.name}
%Determine order of conditions
%order_of_cap = input('what is the order of the captures? (armx = x, armux = u, leg push = l)
Ex. xul ' , 's');
order_of_cap = input('what is the order of the captures? (armx = x, armux = u) Ex. xu ' , 's');
%Print out subject number
sprintf('subject %d', i)
%REPEAT LOOP FOR ALL TRC FILES IN A SUBJECT FOLDER
for t = 1:length(trc_files);
%Print out trial number
sprintf('trial %d', t)
%Create file name for trial
trial_inputpath = [file_name, '\', trc_files{1,t}];
%Read trc file in
[trc_matrix Marker_line C_Sample_rate] = LV_TRC_open_matrix(trial_inputpath);
%Pull the marker header line
Marker_line = strsplit(Marker_line);
%Locate the X coordinate of each marker
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RSC = strfind(Marker_line, 'R.Shoulder');
RSC_num = find(~cellfun(@isempty,RSC));
RSX_number = RSC_num(1)+ (RSC_num(1)-2) + (RSC_num(1)-3) - 1;
LSC = strfind(Marker_line, 'L.Shoulder');
LSC_num = find(~cellfun(@isempty,LSC));
LSX_number = LSC_num(1)+ (LSC_num(1)-2) + (LSC_num(1)-3) - 1;
RAC = strfind(Marker_line, 'R.ASIS');
RAC_num = find(~cellfun(@isempty,RAC));
RAX_number = RAC_num(1)+ (RAC_num(1)-2) + (RAC_num(1)-3) - 4;
LAC = strfind(Marker_line, 'L.ASIS');
LAC_num = find(~cellfun(@isempty,LAC));
LAX_number = LAC_num(1)+ (LAC_num(1)-2) + (LAC_num(1)-3) - 4;
%Get data of X, Y, and Z coordinates of each marker and change to meters
RSCdata = trc_matrix(:, RSX_number:(RSX_number+2))./1000;
LSCdata = trc_matrix(:, LSX_number:(LSX_number+2))./1000;
RACdata = trc_matrix(:, RAX_number:(RAX_number+2))./1000;
LACdata = trc_matrix(:, LAX_number:(LAX_number+2))./1000;
%Get time row for Cortex
time_row_C = trc_matrix(:, 2);
%% USE FILTER ON SHOULDER AND PELVIS MARKER DATA
%fprintf('Enter the low-pass cut-off frequency (Hz) for the position data\n')
cutoff = 6; %input(' determination, e.g. 50: ')
%fprintf('Enter the Butterworth low-pass filter order\n')
order = 4; %input(' for the tracked data, e.g. 4: ')
%% Samplefreq = input('Enter the sampling freq: ');
Samplefreq = 50; %%% change in "On_Offset.m" if changed here
%%% make a global variable
%determine filter coefficients here
Wn = cutoff/Samplefreq/2;
f_order = order;
%Create coefficients for a Butterworth filter
[B,A] = butter(f_order,Wn);
%filter data
RSCdata = filtfilt(B,A,RSCdata);
LSCdata = filtfilt(B,A,LSCdata);
RACdata = filtfilt(B,A,RACdata);
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LACdata = filtfilt(B,A,LACdata);
%%Determine shoulder and asis angles
%intialize variables
asis_angle = [0];
shoulder_angle = [0];
% Calculate the shoulder and pelvis angles
for x = 1:length(RSCdata)
%pull markers
SHOULDER_first_marker = [LSCdata(x, 1) LSCdata(x, 2)];
SHOULDER_second_marker = [RSCdata(x,1) RSCdata(x,2)];
Pelvis_first_marker = [LACdata(x, 1) LACdata(x, 2)];
Pelvis_second_marker = [RACdata(x,1) RACdata(x,2)];
%equation to find angles
s_angle_value = -atand((SHOULDER_second_marker(:, 2)-SHOULDER_first_marker(:,
2))/(SHOULDER_second_marker(:, 1)-SHOULDER_first_marker(:, 1)));
a_angle_value = -atand((Pelvis_second_marker(:, 2)-Pelvis_first_marker(:,
2))/(Pelvis_second_marker(:, 1)-Pelvis_first_marker(:, 1)));
%%Determine if angles are over 90 or pi/2 degrees and calculate new angle
%%%Assumption, if degrees is < -20, then real angle must be over 90
if s_angle_value < -20
s_angle_value = (90 - abs(s_angle_value)) + 90;
else
end
if a_angle_value < -20
a_angle_value = (90 - abs(a_angle_value)) + 90;
else
end
%store data
shoulder_angle = [shoulder_angle; s_angle_value];
asis_angle = [asis_angle; a_angle_value];
end
%eliminate rows at beginning
shoulder_angle = shoulder_angle(2:end, 1);
pelvis_angle = asis_angle(2:end, 1);
%% Determine Angular Velocity for shoulder and pelvis
%intalize variables
shoulder_angle_vel = [0];
pelvis_angle_vel = [0];
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for x = 1:length(shoulder_angle);
%Find points for first row
if x == 1
s_first_marker = shoulder_angle(x);
s_second_marker = shoulder_angle(x+1);
a_first_marker = pelvis_angle(x);
a_second_marker = pelvis_angle(x+1);
time1 = trc_matrix(x,2);
time2 = trc_matrix (x+1,2);
%Find points for last row
elseif x == length(shoulder_angle)
s_first_marker = shoulder_angle(x-1);
s_second_marker = shoulder_angle(x);
a_first_marker = pelvis_angle(x-1);
a_second_marker = pelvis_angle(x);
time1 = trc_matrix(x-1,2);
time2 = trc_matrix (x,2);
%Find points for middle rows
else
s_first_marker = shoulder_angle(x-1);
s_second_marker = shoulder_angle(x+1);
a_first_marker = pelvis_angle(x-1);
a_second_marker = pelvis_angle(x+1);
time1 = trc_matrix(x-1,2);
time2 = trc_matrix (x+1,2);
end
%Equation to find velocity
s_value = (s_second_marker - s_first_marker)/ (time2- time1);
shoulder_angle_vel = [shoulder_angle_vel; s_value];
a_value = (a_second_marker - a_first_marker)/ (time2- time1);
pelvis_angle_vel = [pelvis_angle_vel; a_value];
end
%eliminate rows at beginning
shoulder_angle_vel = shoulder_angle_vel(2:end, 1);
pelvis_angle_vel = pelvis_angle_vel(2:end, 1);
%% Find angluar acceleration for shoulder and pelvis
shoulder_angle_acc = [0];
pelvis_angle_acc = [0];
for x = 1:length(shoulder_angle);
%Find points for first row
if x == 1
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s_first_marker = shoulder_angle_vel(x);
s_second_marker = shoulder_angle_vel(x+1);
a_first_marker = pelvis_angle_vel(x);
a_second_marker = pelvis_angle_vel(x+1);
time1 = trc_matrix(x,2);
time2 = trc_matrix (x+1,2);
%Find points for last row
elseif x == length(shoulder_angle)
s_first_marker = shoulder_angle_vel(x-1);
s_second_marker = shoulder_angle_vel(x);
a_first_marker = pelvis_angle_vel(x-1);
a_second_marker = pelvis_angle_vel(x);
time1 = trc_matrix(x-1,2);
time2 = trc_matrix (x,2);
%Find points for middle rows
else
s_first_marker = shoulder_angle_vel(x-1);
s_second_marker = shoulder_angle_vel(x+1);
a_first_marker = pelvis_angle_vel(x-1);
a_second_marker = pelvis_angle_vel(x+1);
time1 = trc_matrix(x-1,2);
time2 = trc_matrix (x+1,2);
end
%Equation to find acceleration
s_value = (s_second_marker - s_first_marker)/ (time2- time1);
shoulder_angle_acc = [shoulder_angle_acc; s_value];
a_value = (a_second_marker - a_first_marker)/ (time2- time1);
pelvis_angle_acc = [pelvis_angle_acc; a_value];
end
%eliminate rows at beginning
shoulder_angle_acc = shoulder_angle_acc(2:end, 1);
pelvis_angle_acc = pelvis_angle_acc(2:end, 1);
%% Plot graphs
%Angle
plot(time_row_C, shoulder_angle);
hold on
plot(time_row_C, pelvis_angle, 'r');
hold off
%Acceleration
figure, plot(time_row_C, shoulder_angle_acc);
hold on
plot(time_row_C, pelvis_angle_acc, 'r');
hold off
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%%Difference in velocity
XX = shoulder_angle_vel - pelvis_angle_vel;
figure, plot(time_row_C, XX);
hold off
%% Find peaks of shoulders and pelvis, plus graph them
%Find all shoulder peaks and troughs
[pks,slocs_s]=findpeaks(-(shoulder_angle_vel),'minpeakdistance',20); % Find troughs
[pks,alocs_s]=findpeaks((shoulder_angle_vel),'minpeakdistance',20); % Find peaks
%% Shoulder start times
%Find max peak
[value max_pos] = max(shoulder_angle_vel);
pos_s = find(slocs_s < max_pos);
%Find the prior peak next to max peak
aos_s = find(alocs_s < max_pos- 4);
%Find the start row number and start time
start_row_s = alocs_s(aos_s(end));
start_time_s = time_row_C(start_row_s);
%Plot shoulder velocity
figure, plot(time_row_C, shoulder_angle_vel,'Color','blue'); hold on; %plot velocity graph
plot(start_time_s, shoulder_angle_vel(start_row_s), 'h','markerfacecolor',[1 1 0]); %Plot segment
start time
plot(time_row_C(slocs_s), shoulder_angle_vel(slocs_s),'k^','markerfacecolor',[0 0 1]); %Find
troughs peaks
plot(time_row_C(alocs_s), shoulder_angle_vel(alocs_s),'k^','markerfacecolor',[1 0 1]);
%acceleration peaks
%Find pelvis peaks and troughs
[pks,slocs_p]=findpeaks(-(pelvis_angle_vel),'minpeakdistance',20); % Find troughs
[pks,alocs_p]=findpeaks((pelvis_angle_vel),'minpeakdistance',20); % Find peaks
%% Pelvis start times
%Find the highest peak and lowest trough prior to peak
[value max_pos] = max(pelvis_angle_vel);
[value min_pos] = min(pelvis_angle_vel(1:max_pos));
%Determine the troughs/peaks within the new range
pos_p = find(slocs_p < max_pos - 4);
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aos_p = find(alocs_p < max_pos - 4);
%Find the start row number and start time
start_row_p = alocs_p(aos_p(end));
start_time_p = time_row_C(start_row_p);
%If the peak only occurs once
if pos_p == 1
%If the peak occurs during monotonic increase curve
elseif pelvis_angle_vel(slocs_p(pos_p(end))) > pelvis_angle_vel(slocs_p(pos_p(end -1)))
start_row_p = alocs_p(aos_p(end - 1));
start_time_p = time_row_C(start_row_p);
else
end
%Plot pelvis velocity on same plot
plot(time_row_C, pelvis_angle_vel,'Color','red'); hold on; %Plot pelvis velocity graph
plot(time_row_C(slocs_p), pelvis_angle_vel(slocs_p),'k^','markerfacecolor',[1 0 0]); %troughs
plot(time_row_C(alocs_p), pelvis_angle_vel(alocs_p),'k^','markerfacecolor',[1 1 1]); %peaks
plot(start_time_p, pelvis_angle_vel(start_row_p), 'h','markerfacecolor',[1 0 1]); %Plot segment
start time
hold off
close all
%% Determine which segments starts earlier (indicator, time, row, difference)
if start_time_s < start_time_p %Shoulder leads
first_descrip = 1;
start_time = start_time_s;
start_row = start_row_s;
start_diff = start_time_p - start_time_s;
elseif start_time_p < start_time_s %Pelvis leads
first_descrip = 2;
start_time = start_time_p;
start_row = start_row_p;
start_diff = start_time_s - start_time_p;
else
first_descrip = 12; %They occur at the same time
start_time = start_time_p;
start_row = start_row_p;
start_diff = start_time_s - start_time_p;
end
%% Find end times
%Shoulder
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%Find max and lowest velocity
[value max_peak_s] = max(shoulder_angle_vel);
[value low_peak_s] = min(shoulder_angle_vel);
%Identify if the shoulder velocity never hits zero
if low_peak_s < max_peak_s
%Set end time and row at last instant of capture
end_s = length(time_row_C);
end_time_s = time_row_C(end_s);
sprintf('subject %d, trial %d, has problems in shoulder', i, t)
else
%Determine end time if it does hit zero
abv_s_vel = shoulder_angle_vel(max_peak_s:low_peak_s); %Find zero value in the range
[end_value abv_row] = min(abs(abv_s_vel));
end_s = max_peak_s + abv_row - 1; %Find end row
end_time_s = time_row_C(end_s); %Find end time
end
%Pelvis
%Find max and lowest velocity
[value max_peak_p] = max(pelvis_angle_vel);
[value low_peak_p] = min(pelvis_angle_vel);
%Identify if the pelvis velocity never hits zero
if low_peak_s < max_peak_s
%Set end time and row at last instant of capture
end_p = length(time_row_C);
end_time_p = time_row_C(end_p);
sprintf('subject %d, trial %d, has problems pelvis', i, t)
else
%Determine end time if it does hit zero
abv_p_vel = pelvis_angle_vel(max_peak_p:low_peak_p); %Find zero value in the range
[end_value abv_row] = min(abs(abv_p_vel));
end_p = max_peak_p + abv_row - 1; %Find end row
end_time_p = time_row_C(end_p); %Find end time
end
%% Determine which segments ends last (indicator, time, row, difference)
if end_time_s > end_time_p %Shoulder ends
end_descrip = 1;
end_time = end_time_s;
end_row = end_s;
end_diff = end_time_s - end_time_p;
elseif end_time_p > end_time_s %Pelvis ends
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end_descrip = 2;
end_time = end_time_p;
end_row = end_p;
end_diff = end_time_p - end_time_s;
else
end_descrip = 12; %They end at the same time
end_time = end_time_p;
end_row = end_p;
end_diff = end_time_s - end_time_p;
end
%% Determine average velocity between end points
avg_vel = mean(XX(start_row:end_row));
%%Interpolate
%Compile all the data together
data1 = [time_row_C pelvis_angle shoulder_angle pelvis_angle_vel shoulder_angle_vel];
%Reassign last row and row for frame count
row = 101;
last_row = 101;
%Set percentage value
xi = [0:1:100]';
%Interpolate the data
new_subjectdata = [xi,[data1(start_row,1):(end_time -start_time)/100:data1(end_row, 1)]',...
interp1(data1(start_row:end_row,1),data1(start_row:end_row,2:5),...
[data1(start_row,1):(end_time-start_time)/100:data1(end_row,1)]','linear')];
%% Find Acceleration peak percentage
%Shoulder
[pks_s,peak_precent_s]=max(new_subjectdata(:, 6));
%Pelvis
[pks_p,peak_precent_p]=max(new_subjectdata(:, 5));
%% Create all data and velocity average matrices
% [t start seg, end seg, start time, start_diff, end time, end_diff,
%average velocity, peak percentage(Shoulder and pelvis), peak value (shoulder and pelvis)]
all_data(t, :) = [i first_descrip end_descrip start_time start_diff end_time end_diff avg_vel ...
peak_precent_s peak_precent_p pks_s pks_p];
all_average_p(:,t) = new_subjectdata(:, 5);
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all_average_s(:,t) = new_subjectdata(:, 6);
masterpvel(:, j) = new_subjectdata(:, 5);
mastersvel(:, j) = new_subjectdata(:, 6);
j= j + 1;
end % end of trial loop
% Divide into catergories based on conditions
%group 1
group_1graph_s = all_average_s(:, 1:5);
group_1graph_p = all_average_p(:, 1:5);
group_1 = all_data(1:5, :);
%Name group based on condition
rename_temp1 =(order_of_cap(1));
data.(rename_temp1) = group_1;
datas.(rename_temp1) = group_1graph_s;
datap.(rename_temp1) = group_1graph_p;
%group 2
group_2graph_s = all_average_s(:, 6:10);
group_2graph_p = all_average_p(:, 6:10);
group_2 = all_data(6:10, :);
%Name group based on condition
rename_temp2 =(order_of_cap(2));
data.(rename_temp2) = group_2;
datas.(rename_temp2) = group_2graph_s;
datap.(rename_temp2) = group_2graph_p;
%group 3
%group_3graph_s = all_average_s(:, 11:15);
%group_3graph_p = all_average_p(:, 11:15);
%group_3 = all_data(11:15, :);
%Name group based on condition
%rename_temp3 =(order_of_cap(3));
%data.(rename_temp3) = group_3;
%datas.(rename_temp3) = group_3graph_s;
%datap.(rename_temp3) = group_3graph_p;
%% Create final average graphs
%Arms crossed
%Determine mean and standard deviation
s_avgx = mean(datas.x, 2);
p_avgx = mean(datap.x, 2);
s_sd = std(datas.x, 0, 2);
p_sd = std(datap.x, 0, 2);
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%Abbreviate the standard deviation values and positions
E_avgsx = s_avgx(1:10:101);
E_avgpx = p_avgx(1:10:101);
Es_sdx = s_sd(1:10:101);
Ep_sdx = p_sd(1:10:101);
%Arms uncrossed
%Determine mean and standard deviation
s_avgu = mean(datas.u, 2);
p_avgu = mean(datap.u, 2);
s_sd = std(datas.u, 0, 2);
p_sd = std(datap.u, 0, 2);
%Abbreviate the standard deviation values and positions
E_avgsu = s_avgu(1:10:101);
E_avgpu = p_avgu(1:10:101);
Es_sdu = s_sd(1:10:101);
Ep_sdu = p_sd(1:10:101);
%Leg push
%Determine mean and standard deviation
%s_avgl = mean(datas.l, 2);
%p_avgl = mean(datap.l, 2);
%s_sd = std(datas.l, 0, 2);
%p_sd = std(datap.l, 0, 2);
%Abbreviate the standard deviation values and positions
%E_avgsl = s_avgl(1:10:101);
%E_avgpl = p_avgl(1:10:101);
%Es_sdl = s_sd(1:10:101);
%Ep_sdl = p_sd(1:10:101);
%% Plot all graphs into Excel
%Establish labels and compile data matrices for all conditions into one
labels = {'Arms Crossed Avg. Angular Vel' 'Arms Uncrossed Avg. Angular Vel.'};
%pelvis
Allpelvis = [p_avgx p_avgu p_avgl];
Epelvis = [E_avgpx E_avgpu E_avgpl];
Epelvis_sd = [Ep_sdx Ep_sdu Ep_sdl];
%shoulder
Allshoulder = [s_avgx s_avgu s_avgl];
Eshoulder = [E_avgsx E_avgsu E_avgsl];
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Eshoulder_sd = [Es_sdx Es_sdu Es_sdl];
%Plot data for arms crossed, uncrossed, and leg push
for x = 1:3
%
% %Plot the error bars
errorbar([0:10:100], Eshoulder(:, x), Eshoulder_sd(:,x), 'r')
hold on
errorbar([0:10:100], Epelvis(:, x), Epelvis_sd(:,x), 'r')
%
% %Plot the graph
plot([0:100] ,Allpelvis(:, x), 'b', 'Linewidth', 2)
plot([0:100] ,Allshoulder(:, x), 'k', 'Linewidth', 2)
hold off
%
title(labels(x), 'FontWeight', 'bold') % title
ylabel('Angular Velocity (degs/sec)') % label for y axis
xlabel('Percentage of Roll Completed') % label for x axis
set(gcf,'PaperPosition',[-4.5 12.5 30 5])
set(gcf,'Position',[300 600 515 200]) %set(gcf,'Position',[300 600 xsize ysize])
xlim([0 100])
set(gca,'XTick',[0:10:100])
print -dmeta; %Copying to clipboard
%
% Change the location of the plot in excel
if x == 1;
Range = 'AX';
row_num = 10*(i-1) + 2;
%
elseif x == 2
Range = 'IX';
row_num = 10*(i-1) + 2;
%
elseif x == 3
Range = 'QX';
row_num = 10*(i-1) + 2;
%
else
end
%
% %Print variables used for determining location
row_num = sprintf('%g', row_num);
Range = strrep(Range,'X', row_num);
% %Find the location on Excel sheet and paste figure to selected area
ActiveSheetRange = get(ActiveSheet,'Range',Range);
ActiveSheetRange.Select;
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ActiveSheetRange.PasteSpecial;
end
close all
%Store all data into master matrix across subjects
master_data.x{i} = data.x;
master_data.u{i} = data.u;
% master_data.l{i} = data.l;
end % end of subject for loop
%Save the workbook
Excel.ActiveWorkbook.Save
%Close the workbook
Excel.ActiveWorkbook.Close
%% Print out numerical data into spreadsheet
%initialize variables
zero = zeros(1, 12);
xdata = zero;
udata = zero;
%ldata = zero;
%Extract data and put into one big matrix
for q = 1:length(subject_list) %length of number of subjects
%master arms crossed matrix
value = master_data.x{q};
xdata = [xdata; value; zero];
%master leg push matrix
%value = master_data.l{q};
%ldata = [ldata; value; zero];
%master arms uncrossed matrix
value = master_data.u{q};
udata = [udata; value; zero];
end
%Write onto spreadsheet
xlswrite(output_file, xdata, 'armx');
xlswrite(output_file, udata, 'armux');
%xlswrite(output_file, ldata, 'leg push');
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%Create matrix with all data included
all_data(t, :) = [i first_descrip end_descrip start_time start_diff end_time end_diff avg_vel ...
peak_precent_s peak_precent_p pks_s pks_p];
%Write labels onto spreadsheet
labels = {'subject name', 'start seg', 'end seg', 'start time','start time diff.', 'end time', 'end time
diff.', ...
'average vel diff. + = s, - = p', 'peak precent shoulder', 'peak precent pelvis', 'peak value shoulder',
'peak value pelvis'};
%Write all data into spreadsheet
xlswrite(output_file, labels, 'armx', 'A1:L1');
xlswrite(output_file, labels, 'armux', 'A1:L1');
%xlswrite(output_file, labels, 'leg push', 'A1:L1');
disp('done')
end
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B.

MATLAB PROGRAMFOR CALCULATING INTEGRATED
ELECTROMYOGRAPHY FOR SIXTEEN MUSCLES WHILE ROLLING ON
THREE DIFFERENT SURFACES AND TWO ROLLING CONDITIONS

Matlab Program B.1
% Intergrated EMG was calculated for sixteen muscles
close all
clear all
global EMG_NUM;
global OnOffparams;
global Samplefreq;
global RootPath
RootPath = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\';
Fileroot{1} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 01 ANC\';
Fileroot{2} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 02 ANC\';
Fileroot{3} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 03 ANC\';
Fileroot{4} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 04 ANC\';
Fileroot{5} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 05 ANC\';
Fileroot{6} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 06 ANC\';
Fileroot{7} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 07 ANC\';
Fileroot{8} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 08 ANC\';
Fileroot{9} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 09 ANC\';
Fileroot{10} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 10 ANC\';
Fileroot{11} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 11 ANC\';
Fileroot{12} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 12 ANC\';
Fileroot{13} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 13 ANC\';
Fileroot{14} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 14 ANC\';
Fileroot{15} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 15 ANC\';
Fileroot{16} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 16 ANC\';
Fileroot{17} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 17 ANC\';
Fileroot{18} = 'C:\Project m_file\rahul edit2\Subject 18 ANC\';
%Fileroot{3} = 'C:\Project m_file 01_27_03\rahul edit2\Subject 03 ANC\';
%The sample frequency were 1000 Hz
SamplefreqSeed = 1000 * ones(20,1);
SamplefreqSeed(1) = 1000;
Filerootname = 'roll';
%Number of EMG channels
EMG_NUM = 16;
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cutoff = 10;%input(' determination, e.g. 20: ')
window = 50;%input(' determination, e.g. 50: ')
num_stddev = 3;%input(' for the on-offset determination, e.g. 2: ')
OnOffparams = [cutoff; window; num_stddev]; % a global variable
IEMG = cell(1,size(Fileroot,1));
CIEMG = cell(1,size(Fileroot,1));
h = waitbar(0,'Matlabbing');
for i = 1:size(Fileroot,2)
waitbar(i/size(Fileroot,2),h,strcat('Processing Subject ',num2str(i)));
Samplefreq = SamplefreqSeed(i);
Window = 50; %sets RMS window to 50 msec
parameters = [Samplefreq; Window; i];
% the function below opens the MVC files to compute the
% maximum value recorded for each muscle
EMG_MVC = MVClowpow(Fileroot{i},parameters);
% To make a new folder for EMG_MVC output file
if ~exist(strcat(Fileroot{i},'EMG_STD_MVC\'),'dir')
mkdir(Fileroot{i},'EMG_STD_MVC\');
end
% To save the EMG MVC values
fileoutname = strcat(Fileroot{i},'EMG_STD_MVC\',Filerootname,'_emg_mvc.txt');
write_matrix(EMG_MVC,fileoutname);
[stdvalues, meanrest] = stdev_restEMG(Fileroot{i}, EMG_MVC);
% Function call to "Normalize.m" to rectify and normalize the trial
% EMG data files to the values computed from the "findMVC.m"
% function
if ~exist(strcat(RootPath,['Final Data\' 'Subject' sprintf('%02d',i) '\']),'dir')
mkdir(RootPath,['Final Data\' 'Subject' sprintf('%02d',i) '\']);
end
[IEMG{i}, CIEMG{i}] = New_Normalizev2low(Fileroot{i}, EMG_MVC, stdvalues, meanrest,
parameters);
% Need to check that only working with proper columns
% of the emgdatamatrix and not the increment number and pedal data
finalfile = strcat(RootPath,'Final Data\',Filerootname);
save(finalfile,'IEMG');
% New_On_Offset source function
end
close(h)
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MATLAB Program B.2
function [emg_mvc] = MVClowpow(Fileroot,param)
global EMG_NUM,
global OnOffparams,
global RootPath,
global Samplefreq;
% Detailed explanation goes here
TimesBlue = dlmread('All subject start end time blue.txt');
TimesBlue = TimesBlue * Samplefreq;
TimesFloor = dlmread('All subject start end time floor.txt');
TimesFloor = TimesFloor * Samplefreq;
TimesMatress = dlmread('All subject start end time mattress.txt');
TimesMatress = TimesMatress * Samplefreq;
cd(Fileroot);
trial = dir('*.anc');
addpath(RootPath);
for IT1 = 2:length(trial)
fulldatamatrix = open_matrix([Fileroot,num2str(trial(IT1).name)]);
emgdatamatrix = abs(fulldatamatrix(:,2:(EMG_NUM+1)));
filtorder = 4;
Wn = OnOffparams(1)/(param(1)/2); % from global variable value set in
[B,A] = butter(filtorder,Wn);
datafilt= filtfilt(B, A, emgdatamatrix);
% Trim data from subjects sidelying to supine
switch IT1;
case 2; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 3; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(2,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 4; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(3,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 5; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(4,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 6; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(5,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 7;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 8;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 9;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
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case10;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)
-1)*4)+4)),:);
case11;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)
-1)*4)+4)),:);
case12;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case13;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case14;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case15;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case16;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case17;datafilt = datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case18;datafilt = datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(2,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case 19;datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(3,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case 20; datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(4,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case 21; datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(5,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case22;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case23;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case24;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case25;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case26;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case27;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case28;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case29;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case30;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case31;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
end
maxval(IT1-1,:)= max(datafilt,[],1);
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end
% totmax = max(maxval,[],1);
totmax =repmat(single(1),1,16);
emg_mvc = AbsMax_Value(totmax);
cd ..;
end
MATLAB Program B.3
function [IEMG, CIEMG] = New_Normalizev2low(Fileroot,EMG_MVC,Stdvalues,meanrest,
param)
% Detailed explanation goes here
global EMG_NUM,
global Samplefreq,
global OnOffparams,
global RootPath,
TimesBlue = dlmread('All subject start end time blue.txt');
TimesBlue = TimesBlue * Samplefreq;
TimesFloor = dlmread('All subject start end time floor.txt');
TimesFloor = TimesFloor * Samplefreq;
TimesMatress = dlmread('All subject start end time mattress.txt');
TimesMatress = TimesMatress * Samplefreq;
addpath(RootPath);
if ~exist(strcat(RootPath,'Normalized_EMG\'),'dir');
mkdir(RootPath,'Normalized_EMG\');
end
cd(Fileroot);
froot= Fileroot;
maxemg = EMG_MVC;
stdvalues = Stdvalues;
meanrestvals = meanrest;
fileext = '.anc';
fileext2 = '.xls';
preext = 'rectnorm';
trial = dir('*.anc');
for I1 = 2:length(trial)
if isempty(strfind(trial(I1).name,'Relax'))||isempty(strfind(trial(I1).name,'relax'))
fulldatamatrix = open_matrix([Fileroot,num2str(trial(I1).name)]);
emgdatamatrix = (fulldatamatrix(:,2:(EMG_NUM + 1)));
diff_emg= bsxfun(@minus,emgdatamatrix,meanrestvals);
rec_emg = abs(diff_emg);
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filtorder = 4;
Wn = OnOffparams(1)/600; % from global variable value set in
% "start_process.m"
[B,A] = butter(filtorder,Wn);
datafilt = filtfilt(B, A, rec_emg);
% Trim data from subjects sidelying to supine
switch I1;
case 2; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 3; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(2,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 4; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(3,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 5; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(4,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 6; datafilt =datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(5,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 7;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 8;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case 9;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)1)*4)+4)),:);
case10;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)
-1)*4)+4)),:);
case11;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)
-1)*4)+4)),:);
case12;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case13;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case14;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case15;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case16;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+3)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+4)),:);
case17;datafilt = datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case18;datafilt = datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(2,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case19;datafilt = datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(3,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case20;datafilt = datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(4,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
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case21;datafilt = datafilt(int16(TimesBlue(5,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesBlue(1,((param(3)1)*4)+2)),:);
case22;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(1,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case23;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(2,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case24;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(3,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case25;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(4,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case26;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesFloor(5,((param(3)
-1)*4)+2)),:);
case27;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case28;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case29;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case30;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
case31;datafilt=datafilt(int16(TimesMatress(1,((param(3)1)*4)+1)):int16(TimesMatress(1,((para
m(3)-1)*4)+2)),:);
end
for I2 = 1:EMG_NUM
%data(I1).filenorm(:,I2) = datafilt(:,I2,1);
data(I1).filenorm(:,I2) = datafilt(:,I2)./maxemg(1,I2);
% fileout = strcat(Fileroot,'Normalized_EMG\',preext,fileext2);
% write_matrix(filenorm, fileout);
end
% send data to on off determination function
switch I1
case2;[IEMG.Blue.Unx(1,:),CIEMG.Blue.Unx(1,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues
);
case3;[IEMG.Blue.Unx(2,:),CIEMG.Blue.Unx(2,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues
);
case4;[IEMG.Blue.Unx(3,:),CIEMG.Blue.Unx(3,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues
);
case5;[IEMG.Blue.Unx(4,:),CIEMG.Blue.Unx(4,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues
);
case6;[IEMG.Blue.Unx(5,:),CIEMG.Blue.Unx(5,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues
);
case7;[IEMG.Floor.Unx(1,:),CIEMG.Floor.Unx(1,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalue
s);
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case8;[IEMG.Floor.Unx(2,:),CIEMG.Floor.Unx(2,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalue
s);
case9;[IEMG.Floor.Unx(3,:),CIEMG.Floor.Unx(3,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalue
s);
case10;[IEMG.Floor.Unx(4,:),CIEMG.Floor.Unx(4,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalu
es);
case11;[IEMG.Floor.Unx(5,:),CIEMG.Floor.Unx(5,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalu
es);
case12;[IEMG.Mattress.Unx(1,:),CIEMG.Mattress.Unx(1,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,
stdvalues);
case13;[IEMG.Mattress.Unx(2,:),CIEMG.Mattress.Unx(2,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,
stdvalues);
case14;[IEMG.Mattress.Unx(3,:),CIEMG.Mattress.Unx(3,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,
stdvalues);
case15;[IEMG.Mattress.Unx(4,:),CIEMG.Mattress.Unx(4,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,
stdvalues);
case16;[IEMG.Mattress.Unx(5,:),CIEMG.Mattress.Unx(5,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,
stdvalues);
case17; [IEMG.Blue.X(1,:), CIEMG.Blue.X(1,:)] = On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 18; [IEMG.Blue.X(2,:), CIEMG.Blue.X(2,:)] =On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 19; [IEMG.Blue.X(3,:), CIEMG.Blue.X(3,:)] =On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 20; [IEMG.Blue.X(4,:), CIEMG.Blue.X(4,:)] =On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 21; [IEMG.Blue.X(5,:), CIEMG.Blue.X(5,:)] =On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 22;[IEMG.Floor.X(1,:), CIEMG.Floor.X(1,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 23;[IEMG.Floor.X(2,:), CIEMG.Floor.X(2,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 24;[IEMG.Floor.X(3,:), CIEMG.Floor.X(3,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 25; [IEMG.Floor.X(4,:),CIEMG.Floor.X(4,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case 26;[IEMG.Floor.X(5,:), CIEMG.Floor.X(5,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdvalues);
case27;[IEMG.Mattress.X(1,:),CIEMG.Mattress.X(1,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdva
lues);
case28;[IEMG.Mattress.X(2,:),CIEMG.Mattress.X(2,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdva
lues);
case29;[IEMG.Mattress.X(3,:),CIEMG.Mattress.X(3,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdva
lues);
case30;[IEMG.Mattress.X(4,:),CIEMG.Mattress.X(4,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdva
lues);
case31;[IEMG.Mattress.X(5,:),CIEMG.Mattress.X(5,:)]=On_Offset_low(data(I1).filenorm,stdva
lues);
end
end
end
cd ..;
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MATLAB Program B.4
% function "New_On_Offset.m" to determine the onset and offset
% values of the rectified and normalized EMG signals.
function [IEMG CIEMG] = On_Offset_low(emgdata,stdvalues)
%disp('start of New_On_Offset.m')
global EMG_NUM,
global Samplefreq,
global OnOffparams, % moving window size and # of stdev's above baseline (50ms 3)
filtdata = emgdata;
[lengthdata widthdata] = size(filtdata);
window = OnOffparams(2); % from global variable value set in
% "start_process.m"
num_stddev = OnOffparams(3);
samples = Samplefreq*window/1000;
for IT1 = 1:widthdata,
% need to develop sliding window
IT2 = 1; %% array index
IT3 = 1; %% onset array index
IT4 = 1; %% offset arrray index
flag = 1;
flag2 = 0;
%%% Onset and Offset values determined from CENTER of moving window
while IT2 + samples <= lengthdata
if IT2 >= samples
if mean(filtdata(IT2:IT2+(samples-1),IT1)) >= ...
num_stddev*stdvalues(IT1) % need to subtract 1 in above
% to ensure window size is correct
if flag == 1
onoffset(IT1).on(IT3) = IT2 + samples/2;
flag = 2;
IT3 = IT3 + 1;
flag2 = 1;
end
% elseif mean(filtdata(IT2:IT2+(samples-1),IT1)) < ...
%elseif mean(filtdata(IT2-(samples-1):IT2,IT1)) < ...
% num_stddev*stdvalues(IT1) % need to subtract 1 in
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% above to ensure window size is correct
elseif flag == 2 & IT2 >= onoffset(IT1).on(IT3-1) + samples
onoffset(IT1).off(IT4) = IT2 + samples/2;%(samples - 1)/2;
flag = 1;
IT4 = IT4 + 1;
%end
flag2 = 1;
end
else %% A CONDITION for IT2 IS not GREATER THAN the size
if mean(filtdata(IT2:IT2+(samples-1),IT1)) >= ...
num_stddev*stdvalues(IT1)
if flag == 1
onoffset(IT1).on(IT3) = IT2;
flag = 2;
IT3 = IT3 + 1;
flag2 = 1;
end
elseif mean(filtdata(1:IT2,IT1)) < num_stddev*stdvalues(IT1)
if flag == 2 & IT2 >= onoffset(IT1).on(IT3-1)+ samples
onoffset(IT1).off(IT4) = IT2;
flag = 1;
IT4 = IT4 + 1;
disp('IT2 is less than samples');
flag2 = 1
end
end
end
IT2 = IT2 + 1;
end
if flag2 == 0
onoffset(IT1).on = [];
onoffset(IT1).off = [];
end
end
%Return the structure
On_Offset = onoffset;
%If want to plot - use below
x = 1:1:lengthdata;
%Call to function for activation dynamics
[Activation, Adjustedemg] = activedyn(filtdata,onoffset);
%IEMG = ((trapz(Activation)/Samplefreq) / size(Activation,1)) * 100;
IEMG = trapz(Activation)/Samplefreq;
CIEMG = num2cell(cumtrapz(Activation)/Samplefreq,1);
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